
Welcome to A. P. Calculus 
Assignments for Summer 2017 

 

 This summer, I am NOT assigning specific HW out of the book. You only have to do the 

review sheet before you return. I WILL CHECK IT the first day back.   

 

 I suggest you start on the following in early August, if not before. If you wait too long, you’ll 

run out of time during your last blast of summer. If you start too early, you’ll just get rusty all 

over again.  Use your judgment as to when, but DO the problems. You’ll receive a take-home 

test the first day back and we will start Chapter 2 on day 3!   

 

 Below is a brief summary of each section. You only need to refer to the book as much or as 

little as necessary in order to do the review sheet. If you would like to get a book at any point 

during the summer, contact me via e-mail. This may require some time to get into school, so 

please plan accordingly. 

 

 Find a friend to work with! This will be invaluable and NECESSARY as you go through the 

next year. 

 

 The questions and answers are posted on the Calculus section of my website. This document 

is posted as well. We will not spend time going over the review sheet, except to answer a 

question or two. You should get all questions taken care of BEFORE RETURNING by 

working with a friend, or emailing me as a last resort. 

  

 There is no official in-class test on this chapter so we can dive right in and save a week. 

 

 

The first chapter sections contain almost ALL review from Precalculus. Use your book or old 

notes as necessary since you are familiar with them and you should have SAVED THEM!!   

 

Here’s a brief summary of each section: 

 

DID I MENTION that you will receive a take-home test week 1??!! 

 

 

If you have questions or problems, email me! 
pwojciechowski@eriesd.org 

 

Website: http://eriesd.schoolwires.net/Page/12323 

 

 

mailto:pwojciechowski@eriesd.org
http://eriesd.schoolwires.net/Page/12323


 

A. P. Calculus 

Things you should know: 

 

 My first goal: Teach a solid calculus course to prepare you for the next year, WHEREVER 

you take your next math course. 

 

 My second goal: Teach the topics in the AP Calculus outline by ETS and the College Board 

 

 As always, you MUST show work and justify answers. I can only read your paper, not your 

mind. 

 

 You do not need to work every problem the way I do.  Students often find much better (cool) 

ways than their instructor to work problems. Impress me! 

 

 I will be COLLECTING HW periodically to check for certain problems for a grade, in 

additional to the (hopefully more frequent) homework checks. More details on this later. 

  

 A grapher is required – TI-83 or higher recommended.  If I catch you playing calculator 

games in class, I will clear the memory!!!! 

 

 You must not just know the material for the test – you must OWN it. Just knowing it for the 

test causes a false sense of security which hurts you on the semester exam or the A. P. Exam.   

 

 Some of you will need to more focused and more serious than you were in Trig/Precalc. You 

will not be able to get by doing things the way you did in that course, at least not for long! 

You must be actively engaged in trying to understand the material and think about it, not just 

wait for it to “come to you.” 

 

 I encourage you to develop study groups on your own to help each other through rough spots 

which we all have at times. You NEED to learn to collaborate at this level. 

 

 You must use proper notation and complete mathematical statements in the course. This 

means fraction bars, parentheses, equal signs, left sides of equations, and anything else 

needed for clarity and correctness. More on this later as we get into the new school year. 

 

 Keep yourself ORGANIZED. You’ll get a lot of handouts and generate a lot of work to keep 

track of. You have to be able to find things from any time earlier in the year due to the 

cumulative nature of the course and to review for semester exams or the A. P. Exam. 

 

 To be successful in this course you have to become more of a “student of mathematics” than 

just a math student. There is so much more than we can ever cover! So Much Math, So Little 

Time! 

 

 In spite of the fear which this sheet may have struck in you, most students do enjoy the course 

even though it is a lot of work.  Let’s look forward to a great year together! 


